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Tokyo Shifts

mixed materials, wacky color
combinations and precise selections of
the smallest details—these are just a
few of the sartorial tropes that vivify
Tokyo’s street fashion scene, which,
according to Japanese journalist and
photographer Rei Shito, is the best in
the world. “I can’t help but feel that
Tokyo is head and shoulders above
other cities when it comes to street
fashion,” says Shito, who shoots globally.
“You can see the difference.”
Her new book, Style on the Street: From
Tokyo and Beyond, examines that
fashion ecosystem in all its glory. She
notes that when Tokyo’s fashionistas
wear Western clothes, “Rules do not
exist. That has led us to wear clothes in
creative ways.”
The feedback loop in men’s casual
streetwear between Tokyo and the U.S.
is one example. “We were first
influenced by amekaji [an abbreviation
for American casual] and now amekaji
styles have been reimported by
Americans.” According to Shito,
Japanese craftsmanship and attention to
detail have inspired U.S. designers.
While Shito insists that there’s no
right or wrong in fashion, her book uses
Japanese concepts as styling cues:
Mitate (using an article of clothing
outside its function) and roshutsu (coy
femininity and modesty) are common,
and hzushi (a sort of nonchalant
quirkiness) is often expressed as highlow style mixing in Western countries.
As for her own style, what she calls
“world-mix,” she says, “I challenge
myself to discover something exciting,
just like the Tokyo street style scenes.”
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This fall, a new book spotlights a
fashion scene only Tokyo could conjure
By Jessica Poitevien
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1. Comme des Garçons jacket
with custom military pants
2. This woman's coral
necklace, sarouel pants and
platform shoes ensemble
charmed Shito
3. Varsity-inspired jacket,
matching print shirt and
shorts, studded purse and
boots in Tokyo
4. Harari-chan works in a
thrift store and blinks slowly,
according to Shito
5. Shito enjoyed the sense
of friendship expressed in
this group's clothing
6. Identical twins and music
duo Amiaya
7. A sash (obi) from a Paris
flea market, a blue hand-medown yukata and straw bag
from an Asian market
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